
 

Creative Art Project 
 
I first created this project in Murica, Costa Calida with sacred friends as we wished to visualise how we desired to 
create and live in a world of love, joy and harmony for ALL... We created it in 3 parts, asking particular questions, 
how we can...  
 

1. Sense the Natural Order & Beauty of the World...  
2. Express Individual Uniqueness in the World...  

3. Create a World of Unity, Living together in Peace, Joy & Harmony... 
 

 
Once our Expression of our Magnificent Art Mural was finished we brought it into local schools in Mazarron to 
help inspire our young children to imagine and create their own vision of the Magnificent and Magical World they 
want to live in. Over the years the project has evolved to suit our children. 
 
 

 
1. Sensing the Natural Order & Beauty of the World... 

Our beautiful natural world seems random and chaotic, however when you take a closer look, you see the perfection of 
everything. The perfect proportion of the Golden ratio that weaves throughout all life, creating natural patterns and cycles. 
From the Macro to the Micro, this magnificent natural and loving power threads a magical aliveness (consciousness) 
allowing everything to grow most passionately, efficiently and perfectly... even within the imperfection. 

We ask the children to use their senses... seeing, hearing, tasting, touching, smelling, knowing and answer these questions: 

*What shapes, patterns, colours, cycles and beauty are YOUR favourites in the natural world? 
*Can YOU see how everything... how you... are in perfect proportion, perfect patterns repeating throughout all life? 
*Can YOU feel the loving harmony that flows throughout life... through YOU, like a magical thread of love? 
*Can YOU feel how everything is unique, loving, powerful and interconnected as one whole? 

We ask them to paint together a light background on the 3 canvas's, a magical thread that weaves throughout the mural and 
individually pick shapes, colours and images of beauty that they want to paint on this first canvas to represent how they see 
the world around them. 

 
 

 
 



 
 

2. Expressing Individual Uniqueness in the World... 

When you sense your unique, powerful and essential part within the harmonious world, it helps you understand how 
important it is to be your own Super Hero, to make sure you feel good and happy and allow yourself to express your 
specialness out in the world.  

We ask the children the following questions: 

*Do YOU feel special and connected with our magnificent world? 
*Do YOU feel powerful... Can YOU be your own Super Hero? 
*What makes YOU feel good, happy and excited to play/act/be? 
*As a Super Hero, how do YOU choose to express yourself in the world? 

We ask them to paint a part of their body (hand/foot/head) on the canvas to represent them together with what they love to 
express. 

 
 

3. Creating a World of Unity, Living together in Peace, Joy & Harmony 

When you are happy, everyone is happy. When you express your happiness out into the world, the Environment will reflect 
this back to you. Your happiness attracts happiness and when you work, play and act together with others in unity... you 
create a peaceful, joyous and harmonious life. 

We ask the children to paint a picture of themselves working, playing and having fun together... creating a peaceful, joyous 
and harmonious life. 


